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Abstract: Hearing impairment students have limited vocabulary and have difficulty understanding abstract terms, which affects learning the concept of a plane solid figure that they know at school. Deaf students tend to have difficulty perceiving objects from a certain point of view and understanding the relationship between these objects in a particular space. These difficulties affect students' spatial abilities and require special handling in the form of learning-oriented to the learning process, not learning outcomes. The learning process itself can be determined by information systems such as the basis of cybernetic theory and supported by information technology-based interactive learning media.

Therefore, this study aims to develop augmented reality media based on cybernetic learning theory to stimulate valid and practical spatial abilities of deaf students. The research and development model carried out in this study is the Borg and Gall model, which has systematic and descriptive steps for practical problems in teaching through applied research. Researchers collected data through validation questionnaires and student response questionnaires. Data analysis was carried out qualitatively and quantitatively. The augmented reality media developed here can be said to meet the criteria of validity and practicality based on the results of the product feasibility test. This media has also proven to be a solution in helping teachers to stimulate the spatial abilities of deaf students through a meaningful learning process determined by a technology-assisted information system.
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INTRODUCTION

Geometry is a branch of mathematics in which learning basic concepts is better known to students through informal knowledge with the object of play than other mathematics branches (Andriyani & Juniati, 2020). According to Hwang et al. (2009), implementing the concept of learning geometry uses a lot of physical models, especially concepts related to measuring length, surface area, and volume. However, geometric concepts are also taught without the need to see the physical form of geometric shapes so students must be able to construct these shapes in their minds by using a particular ability called spatial ability (Arifin et al., 2020).

Spatial ability is a student's capacity to recognize and describe objects/patterns received by the brain (Jayantika et al., 2013). In detail, Linn & Petersen (1985) and Lohman (1993) also argue that spatial ability is a mental process when students perceive, store, remember, create, change visual images and communicate spatial shapes. Therefore, a person's spatial ability will show his ability to understand the perspective of space and dimensions (Achdiyat & Utomo, 2018). Furthermore, Achdiyat & Utomo (2018) explain that spatial abilities require left-right understanding, perspective understanding, geometric shapes, connecting spatial concepts with numbers, and the ability to transform from visual images mentally. In line with this, according to Rynhart (2012), the spatial ability will generate, store, retrieve and transform three-dimensional images, so they are well structured. Meanwhile, geometry problems are often encountered in school mathematics learning, which is difficult for students to solve because solving these problems requires spatial ability.
The emergence of geometric problem-solving difficulties that require spatial ability is closely related to the low achievement of these abilities in learning. This low achievement because spatial abilities require left-right understanding, perspective understanding, geometric shapes, an association of spatial concepts with numbers, and the ability to mentally transform from visual images (Achdiyat & Utomo, 2018). With good spatial conceptualization, students will find it easier to understand concepts and solve mathematical problems, especially problems related to the creation of shape imagination in students' minds as well as in the form of three-dimensional objects, as well as the problem when imagining geometric object position experiencing a geometric transformation to then accurately predict the actual shape from a certain point of view (Gunur et al., 2019).

The spatial ability of students in Indonesia is still relatively low. This fact can be seen from the results of research related to the low spatial ability of students, which has implications for their geometry learning achievement, such as Arcat's research (2014) on the low spatial ability of junior high school students due to the abstract characteristics of geometry that require visualization; research by Mulyadi et al. (2015) and Siswanto (2016) about the low spatial ability of students due to lack of imagination in visualizing the components of shapes and errors in transforming them; Hutagalung & Harahap (2018) and Siswanto & Kusumah (2017) research on the problem of the low spatial geometry ability of students because the geometry learning model is still conventional; and research by Usman et al. (2020) about the low spatial ability of students which causes difficulties in learning geometry.

The low spatial ability, which has implications for difficulty in learning geometry for most students, also occurs in students with special needs, such as the deaf, who still have hearing and communication limitations, but still have a sense of sight (Buliali et al., 2021). These physiological abnormalities certainly affect the success of knowledge achievement in learning geometry for deaf students, which are mostly slower than students in general. In contrast, students' success in learning can be determined by internal factors that come from the students themselves and external factors such as teacher learning strategies. Therefore, it is not enough to lecture to instill concepts in geometry learning with an expository method. But, teachers must combine several learning strategies, such as the use of technology in the learning process in the classroom, so that students be assisted in obtaining visualization of geometric material and not only receive theoretical knowledge.

Combining learning strategies organized by utilizing technology with information processing will be more effective (Indrawati in Trianto (2010)). This strategy is because learning with information processing emphasizes how a person thinks and imagines and how it impacts on ways of processing information (Siswanto & Kusumah, 2017). One of the things included in this information processing learning is cybernetic learning (Salim & Maryati, 2017). In cybernetic learning, the teacher helps students achieve their learning goals effectively by enabling the elements of cognition, especially the mind element, to understand external stimuli through the information processing process.

In processing information systems to facilitate the delivery of material, especially geometry, that requires visualization, supporting learning media is needed so that teachers can manage their learning classes well. To help the learning process, teachers need to develop a learning media that can encourage students to be more interactive and fun and also motivate students to play an active and independent role (Salim & Maryati, 2017). In this case, augmented reality technology can be used as a choice to facilitate interactive learning media for deaf and deaf students through visual illustrations (Buliali et al., 2022). With augmented reality, students' perceptions of reality become more prosperous so that objects that were initially difficult to imagine become visualized in real terms. Therefore, this study aims to
develop augmented reality media based on cybernetic learning theory to stimulate valid and practical spatial abilities of deaf students, especially the concept of a plane solid figure.

**METHOD**

This research is included in research and development using the Borg and Gall model, which has systematic and descriptive steps for practical problems in teaching. This research procedure refers to the development stage of the Borg and Gall model (Gall et al., 2003), which consists of four stages: the preliminary form of product development stage, the preliminary field testing stage, the main product revision stage, and the main field testing stage. Because this research is a follow-up study, the research and information gathering stages, as well as the planning stage, have been carried out by researchers conducting preliminary research related to needs analysis in the previous year. Meanwhile, operational product revisions, operational field trials, final product revisions, and the socialization and implementation stages cannot be carried out due to restrictions on school activities during the Covid pandemic and time constraints.

The research subjects involved in this study were 17 deaf students at SLB Negeri 2 Bantul, Yogyakarta. The research instrument consisted of an instrument for assessing the validity and practicality of learning media. The instruments to evaluate the validity of learning media experts consist of 15 questions regarding presentation, display, and compatibility aspects. The instruments for assessing the validity of educational experts consist of 13 questions regarding aspects of the appropriateness of content and language. The practicality assessment instrument consists of 8 questions regarding effectiveness, interaction, efficiency, and creativity (Zahrani, 2019). The validity and practicality assessment instrument uses a Likert scale with five answer choices.

In this study, responses, comments, and suggestions given by validators and students will be analyzed qualitatively and used as a reference for making improvements to the product. While the results of the validity assessment from media experts and material experts and the results of practicality assessments from students will be processed from qualitative data using a Likert scale into percentages with the percentage formula adapted from (Arikunto & Jabar, 2009).

The percentage of the assessment is then interpreted into the product assessment criteria as presented in Table 1.

**Table 1. Criteria for Assessment of Development Products**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement rate</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91%-100%</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>No revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81%-90%</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71%-80%</td>
<td>Enough</td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61%-70%</td>
<td>Deficient</td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%-60%</td>
<td>Very Deficient</td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the validity criteria and the product's practicality are obtained if the average score of the questionnaire assessment results meets the minimum criteria of ‘good’.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

Result(S)
1. Develop Preliminary Form of Product stage

At this stage, the researcher designs learning media based on the results of the needs analysis carried out in the research and information collecting stage and the planning stage in the previous year. Learning media that had previously been designed by starting with making a flowchart about the application to be developed. The application developed based on the flowchart that has been made cannot stand alone so that the learning media developed consists of three components, namely the augmented reality application as the application, and the Guidebook as a guide for teachers. Then the design of the learning media is realized in development.

To help students’ spatial imagery, the learning media displays digital elements that can visualize these geometric abstract materials using markerless augmented reality (AR) technology. This markerless AR technology tracks real objects around students as marker objects, thus the media displays animated geometric objects in real-time. Designing of learning media into application prototypes is carried out by Java programming language and openJL es, so the application can be implemented on Android. Furthermore, learning media in this form of application can be used without internet connection access (offline).

2. Preliminary field testing stage

This stage began with an assessment of the feasibility of the product in terms of the substance of material and media design by the validator. Three validators carried out the feasibility assessment of each material and media product with relevant expertise in learning materials, learning media and practitioners. The assessment of the validity of the learning material by the validators is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Product validation results by material experts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, it is known that the average value of the three material expert validators is 82, which means that the augmented reality media developed has met the very valid criteria in terms of the construction of material content so that it is feasible to be used as a learning medium. In contrast, the results of the assessment of the validity of the media by the validator are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Product validation results by media experts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 3 above shows that the average value of the three media expert validators is 102, which means that this augmented reality media has met the very valid criteria in terms of media so that it is feasible to be used as a learning medium. The results of the validator’s assessment, both in terms of material and media, indicate that the product has met the validity
of a development product. In addition to validation by experts, the researcher also tested the product on a limited basis with two students for advice.

3. Main product revision stage

The product that has been validated is then revised according to suggestions from experts and student suggestions in a limited field test. The revision includes the size of the letters and the color of the writing that accompanies the illustration of the appearance of the flat side space. In addition, researchers must also add an instruction menu that contains an explanation of how to scan 3-dimensional objects and open 3-dimensional webs.

4. Main field testing stage

After the product was revised, the researcher tested the product in the main field. The test is carried out by implementing the product on a broader learning scale for 7 (seven) meetings. At the end of the meeting, the researcher gave a questionnaire that students had to fill out regarding their responses as users of the product developed in this study. The average score of the assessment/student response to the use of this product is 85.71, which means that the student's assessment of the product is included in the very good category. Thus, the product developed in this study can be said to have met the practicality of product development and is suitable for use as a medium for learning mathematics.

Discussion(s)

Based on the results of the validation and main field tests above, it can be seen that the augmented reality media developed in this study is feasible regarding the validity and practicality of a learning media. Deaf students respond very well to the use of this media in learning the concept of a plane solid figure that has been difficult for them to imagine the space. Augmented reality media visualization helps students stimulate their spatial abilities to the concept of a plane solid figure that is abstract.

Augmented reality media in this study is used to support learning activities in visualizing the space of a plane solid figure, not only in theory but also given direct experience through computational practice-oriented to cybernetic learning theory related to information system processing to facilitate the delivery of learning material to students. This is in line with the nature of learning management based on cybernetic learning theory, which leads to the teacher's efforts to help achieve student learning goals effectively by enabling students' cognitive elements to understand external stimuli (i.e., real motorcycle taxis being explored) through processing-information and transfers-learning in a real-life environment (Rachmad, 2011; Thobrani & Mustafa, 2012).

An important focus in cybernetic theory-based learning is the use of technology in the learning process to obtain fast and precise information so that students' spatial abilities are increased, and teachers' creativity can be encouraged through information technology-based learning. The usefulness of augmented reality media accommodates teachers' creativity in integrating technology in education and increases students' understanding of geometric concepts through visual illustrations of geometric object models around them. The student response questionnaire results show that the student's positive response is because, in its implementation, this media can activate students in learning. From the various statements used in assessing student responses, it appears that the majority of students' answers are happy to use augmented reality interactive media in learning, interested in following the next geometry lesson, and clearly understand the concept of a plane solid figure visualized by augmented reality technology, and feel uncomfortable. Students also aren't bored from getting hands-on experience by exploring objects around them with this media's usefulness. Thus, learning becomes more effective, and this can't be separated from the role of the teacher in preparing
and designing learning according to the characteristics and needs of students. In this case, the teacher is the party who best understands all the potential in the school environment, the suitability of the learning strategies used, and the competencies/abilities that need to be provided to students. On the other hand, to face the challenges of the 21st century, teachers must have digital skills and creative thinking other than skills in leadership, communication, emotional intelligence, entrepreneurship, global citizenship, team working, and problem-solving. Because in this era of society 5.0, teachers must be driving teachers who can initiate change in their students, take action without being prompted and continue to innovate in meaningful learning.

The positive response of students regarding understanding abstract geometric concepts assisted by visualization of augmented reality technology shows the usefulness of augmented reality media in illustrating geometric objects from various points of view (projection relations), geometric objects in space (spatial relations), also distance conversion which has been difficult to students imagine. This condition shows that using augmented reality media has positive implications in stimulating students' spatial abilities when learning the material for a plane solid figure material. Several research results support this, ie. Nasution et al. (2016) and Sugiarni et al. (2018) about positive changes in students' spatial abilities after using learning media.

CONCLUSION

The augmented reality media based on the cybernetic learning theory developed in this study has met the valid and practical criteria. The validity of augmented reality media is shown by the results of assessments from media experts and material experts with very valid categories. The practicality of augmented reality media is seen in the positive student responses to learning using the media. These results indicate that the developed augmented reality media can be used to support the improvement of students' spatial abilities in learning geometry. This means that augmented reality media can be used as an alternative to teaching geometry based on cybernetic learning theory, especially the concept of a plane solid figure. The researcher hopes that there will be further research that will look at the effectiveness of this media in improving students' spatial abilities or further development in spatial geometry learning for deaf students who have limited vocabulary and knowledge as an implication of their disability.
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